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A corrigendum on

Dogs with Acute Myeloid Leukemia Have Clonal Re-arrangements in T and B Cell Receptors
by Stokol T, Nickerson GA, Shuman M, Belcher N. Front Vet Sci (2017) 4:76. doi: 10.3389/
fvets.2017.00076

In the original article, there was a mistake in Figure 1 as published. There was a single asterisk placed 
after the header “Morphologic features of myeloid differentiation in venous blood or bone marrow, 
body cavity fluid or tissue aspirates” and a double asterisk placed after the header “Myeloid dif-
ferentiation on flow cytometric analysis.” Both of these symbols referred to more detailed diagnostic 
criteria provided in Table 1 and are obsolete, since the reader is referred to Table 1 in the legend of 
Figure 1. The corrected Figure 1, without these symbols, appears below. The authors apologize for 
this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.
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Figure 1 | Algorithm used to diagnose acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in the 25 dogs of this study. This diagnostic algorithm was based on the order in which tests 
were generally performed in our laboratory, i.e., morphologic assessment of blood, bone marrow, or body cavity fluid or tissue aspirates, followed by flow cytometric 
analysis (performed routinely twice a week), followed by cytochemical staining (performed as needed). After completion of all the tests, the results were reevaluated, 
and a diagnosis of AML was based on the combined data. The path used to diagnose each case (#) is also shown. More details on the criteria are provided in table 1.
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